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Real Estate Group Honored by Insurance Company

Emissary Settlements, a subsidiary of Dickie McCamey, has earned a Most Valued

Agent award from the Chicago Title Insurance Company.

Attorneys from the Real Estate Group of Dickie McCamey manage the efforts of

Emissary Settlements and offer clients comprehensive real estate settlement and

escrow services throughout the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

The Most Valued Agent award recognizes the Chicago and Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania agents who have ranked consistently amongst the top third of agents

in terms of policy production, demonstrated loyalty to our company in excess of five

years, and a commitment to industry best practices, superior customer service,

operational excellence, and high quality of title products.

"It is truly an honor to be recognized by Chicago Title Insurance Company as a Most

Valued Agent for 2021," DMC Shareholder J. David Ziegler said. "Our team,

especially Nancy DeGenaro and Jennifer Williams, worked extremely hard during

the pandemic to provide our customers with the best closing services possible. This

award is a testament to their efforts along with the rest of our team of closing and

title attorneys."
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About Dickie, McCamey & Chilcote, P.C.
Dickie, McCamey & Chilcote, P.C. is a nationally-recognized law firm providing comprehensive legal expertise in a

multitude of practice areas. Headquartered in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and founded more than 100 years ago, the

firm serves industry-leading clients across the country from offices throughout the mid-Atlantic region in

Pennsylvania, Delaware, Michigan, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, South Carolina, West Virginia, the

Southwestern region of California, and the Rocky Mountain region of Colorado. For more information: 800-243-5412

or www.dmclaw.com.
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